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Systemic Ethics Reform in Katrina's Aftermath

David A. Marcello

Their struggle . . . began as one of man against nature. It became one of man against man. For the flood brought with it also a human storm. Honor and money collided. White and black collided. Regional and national power collided. The collisions shook America.

—John Barry, Rising Tide: The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 and How It Changed America

Hurricane Katrina inundated New Orleans on August 29, 2005.1 Three weeks later, Hurricane Rita came ashore near Lake Charles. Together, these hurricanes delivered a devastating one-two punch.2 But they ravaged more than the physical landscape of South Louisiana and the Gulf Coast region.3 They also unsettled the established political order.

This chapter examines how state and local ethics reform took place in Katrina’s aftermath. Accordingly, it is useful to clarify at the outset what is meant by the term “ethics reform.” Ethics reform does not mean that people start behaving better. Ethics
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reform means that systems are put in place to deal with people who are behaving badly. One sign of success in systemic ethics reform is when large numbers of citizens embrace and applaud that reform.

Three local ethics reforms had been legally authorized—and some legally mandated—in New Orleans' Home Rule Charter more than ten years before Katrina. None had been properly implemented when Katrina struck; five years later, however, all were comfortably under way. Why and how the storm created such an opportunity for reform is the central focus of this chapter.

Systemic change also transpired in state ethics enforcement during the post-Katrina period. Some of the changes advanced the cause of ethics reform. Some had more ambiguous or mixed effects. Still others may have set back ethics reform—not by design but because of unanticipated consequences. Disasters are change agents, but the direction of change depends ultimately on the human choices made in a disaster's aftermath.

The key to enduring ethics reform is to put well-designed systems in place, fund them adequately, and allow them to function with some degree of independence. Good system design is the first step. Every system then faces implementation challenges, such as funding and independence. Relying on a well-functioning system will produce good results more often than depending on well-motivated people—though well-functioning systems and well-motivated people produce the best results of all. Good systems enhance the efforts of good people.

The resilience of people who have been knocked down by disaster depends on more than their personal qualities of hardness and fortitude. Resilience also depends on the presence of systems that can restore "normalcy" by resuming operations in the wake of a disaster. Post-Katrina recovery was impeded by the lack of sufficiently strong or well-designed ethical systems in the pre-Katrina period. In one of the storm's ironies, however, the city and state may be better prepared to respond to future disasters because of systemic ethics reforms that were instituted as a consequence of the Katrina experience.

**New Orleans Home Rule Charter Reform**

Long before Katrina, New Orleans voters endorsed municipal ethics reform by overwhelmingly supporting revisions to the city's home rule charter in November 1995. The charter changes, which took effect on January 1, 1996, mandated establishment of an Ethics Review Board; authorized the
creation of an Office of Inspector General; and explicitly required, for the first time, competitive selection of professional service contractors.  

Despite the mandatory charter language approved by voters in 1995, all three ambitious ethics reforms remained mostly unrealized when Katrina blew through ten years later. But Katrina’s ill winds blew into being a whirlwind of civic activism and consequential political change that produced long-delayed ethics reforms before the storm’s fifth anniversary.  

Three developments laid the foundation for reform. First, the failure of government at every level—city, state, and federal—to respond adequately during and after the storm prompted citizens to fill the vacuum by becoming more actively engaged in recovery and in reforming city government. Second, disgust with government’s performance translated into disgust with the performance of certain public officials, inspiring a new cadre of reform candidates to take voter dissatisfactions to the polls. Third, the infusion of billions of dollars into the city’s recovery raised red flags about the integrity with which those dollars would be administered, thereby laying the groundwork for increased scrutiny and systemic reforms. These three spinoff effects of Katrina came together in a perfect storm to produce long-awaited ethics reform in New Orleans city government.

**Ethics Review Board and Office of Inspector General**

The Bring New Orleans Back Commission recommended creation of the Ethics Review Board (ERB) and Office of Inspector General (OIG) that had been authorized but never implemented under the revised home rule charter. A candidate for the District A city council seat, Shelley Midura, made ethics reform the centerpiece of her campaign; when elected, she wasted no time in proposing an ordinance to deliver on that campaign promise. Aided by the votes of other post-Katrina reform candidates elected to the “new” New Orleans City Council, an OIG ordinance passed in November 2006.

The ERB convened its first meeting in January 2007—more than a decade after charter revisions that became effective in 1996 had called for its creation. The ERB conducted a national search and selected New Orleans’ first inspector general, Massachusetts native Robert Cerasoli, who relocated from his Boston-area home and began work in September.

Civic support aided the growth and development of the OIG and ERB. Citizens for 1 Greater New Orleans hosted a forum at Loyola University in October 2007 to introduce the new inspector general to the
community. He worked steadily thereafter to bring the OIG message to thousands of area residents, making personal appearances before neighborhood organizations, civic groups, public bodies, and similar groups. Newspaper editorials, op-ed articles, and letters to the editor celebrated a new era of ethics reform in city government.

Public support for the OIG and ERB helped to secure further legislative and charter changes, strengthening both entities over the next year of operations. A broad coalition of civic groups and community organizations supported ordinance revisions that the city council approved in November 2007. Citizens for 1 Greater New Orleans went to Baton Rouge with representatives of the OIG and ERB in the spring of 2008 and successfully sought legislation authorizing subpoena enforcement power. Members of the Business Council of New Orleans and the River Region contributed to an informational campaign, and on October 4, 2008, voters approved a ballot proposition expanding the powers of the local ethics entities and dedicating in the charter a reliable annual source of funding to support their operations.

**Professional Service Procurement Reform**

Reform of professional service procurements followed a more tortuous path. The 1994–95 Citizens’ Charter Revision Advisory Commission originally recommended a single new competitive selection procedure, fixed by ordinance and broadly applicable to all of city government. Instead, the mayor and city council opted for separate executive and legislative policies fixed by mayoral executive order and city council rule.

Both mayoral executive order and council rule proved woefully inadequate when promulgated, since both established “in-house” evaluation groups to rate and rank respondents. In-house evaluation groups appointed by the mayor and the city council are likely to remain wholly responsive to them, effectively serving as their alter egos. When professional service procurements remain subject to the influence of elected officials, political patronage remains the order of the day.

The change agent for procurement reform was a well-regarded U.S. Attorney’s Office that brought several high-profile prosecutions for public corruption, fueling public perceptions that something was seriously wrong with how city government handled procurements. A council member at large went to prison after accepting a bribe for a parking contract. A former director of the Department of Property Management went to prison for accepting gifts from a contractor who received hundreds of
millions in public funding.\textsuperscript{30} Several political operatives who functioned outside government went to prison for their corrupt interactions with public officials; the public officials also were incarcerated.\textsuperscript{31}

Press coverage of patronage practices in Mayor C. Ray Nagin’s administration fostered public outrage over wasteful and corrupt use of public funds during a period of recovery and distress, when acute needs of neighborhood residents were going unmet while private contractors were living large at the public trough.\textsuperscript{32} Voter distaste for patronage played an important role during the 2010 mayor-council elections, when many candidates pledged their support for procurement reform. Shortly after taking office in May 2010, Mayor Mitch Landrieu garnered widespread public praise when he signed four executive orders that instituted new procurement policies and signaled a new attitude of cooperation with the inspector general.\textsuperscript{33}

\textbf{State Ethics Reform}

Katrina and Rita also had an impact on state politics, demonstrated most vividly by incumbent Governor Kathleen Blanco’s decision not to seek reelection in 2007.\textsuperscript{34} In the 2003 election, Louisiana voters gave Blanco a narrow electoral victory over her run-off opponent, Bobby Jindal, then lived to regret their decision during hurricanes Katrina and Rita and their aftermath when response and recovery efforts proved unimpressive among Louisiana voters.\textsuperscript{35} Her signature recovery initiative, the Governor Kathleen Babineaux Blanco Road Home Program, extingushed whatever reelection hopes she may have entertained when it proved too expensive and too poorly administered to pave the “road home” for tens of thousands of displaced residents.\textsuperscript{36} Feeling the effects of buyer’s remorse, many former Blanco voters gravitated toward the candidate that they felt might have responded more successfully to the hurricanes’ assaults, awarding Bobby Jindal an impressive first primary victory over all other candidates in the 2007 gubernatorial election.\textsuperscript{37}

Governor Jindal made ethics reform the focus of a February 2008 special session, which convened within a month after his inauguration.\textsuperscript{38} He secured most of his ethics reform agenda.\textsuperscript{39} One major reform in the special session—a rigorous system of financial disclosure among different tiers of public officials—was made even more vigorous just months later in the regular session by extending disclosure requirements to include spouses of certain public officials.\textsuperscript{40} The February 2008 special session
produced ethics reforms that garnered extravagant national praise. Over time, however, other voices from within the state proved less complimentary. Even the new ethics board chair criticized some of the changes and lobbied for their modification or repeal.

**Burden of Proof**

The burden of proof under Louisiana’s pre-Jindal ethics code called only for “substantial evidence” to support a finding of an ethics violation. Governor Jindal’s 2008 reform established “clear and convincing” proof as the evidentiary standard, a demanding burden of proof that made it more difficult to enforce Louisiana’s ethics code and that might have been questionably characterized as an “ethics reform.” Conventional ethics reform usually demands more rigorous compliance with ethics code provisions—not a more rigorous burden of proof from ethics code enforcers.

But the countervailing argument is a compelling one—that quasi-criminal punitive provisions ought not to be inflicted on the basis of a “substantial evidence” standard more often used in civil proceedings. Supporters of the Jindal ethics reform would maintain with some justification that the proper administrative burden of proof should indeed be clear and convincing evidence of a violation before violators are penalized with fines and threatened with suspension or termination of their contracts or employment.

**Disqualification of Board and Commission Members**

Similar ambiguities accompanied a second major ethics reform, which governed the participation of appointed board and commission members in transactions involving a government entity. Throughout the four decades following its enactment, the ethics code applied a uniquely draconian provision to appointed board and commission members, requiring that they either divest themselves of any economic interest giving rise to a conflict of interest or resign their appointment to a government board or commission. All other public servants—elected officials and public employees—could disclose a conflict and recuse themselves from participating in a transaction, but appointed board and commission members could not exercise the disclosure-and-recusal option.

A good example of how severely that provision worked in practice can be drawn from the experience of William Turner, who served as dean of the Tulane School of Architecture during the 1970s. His professional expertise was an obvious asset during his tenure as a member of the New
Orleans City Planning Commission (CPC), but his service ended when Tulane University applied for a zoning change that required CPC review and approval. Dean Turner could not recuse himself from participating in the transaction involving Tulane. His only choices were to resign his faculty position at Tulane or to resign from the commission. Not surprisingly, he chose the latter course of action, and the commission lost a valuable source of expertise.

Governor Jindal’s 2008 ethics reform created a recusal option for appointed board and commission members for the first time. Much can be said in favor of this reform, perhaps best illustrated by a hypothetical example. The chair of the New Orleans Ethics Review Board during its first three-and-a-half years of operation was Father Kevin Wildes, the president of Loyola University and a Jesuit priest whose training and specialization was in the field of ethics. Father Wildes devoted many hours and performed very capably in his role as ERB chair. Under Louisiana’s prior ethics regime, however, he might at any moment have been placed in an irreconcilable conflict of interest and forced to resign from the ERB simply by filing an ethics complaint against any member of the Loyola University community. Shrewd counsel could use a “strategic” ethics complaint to target certain ERB members for removal, preventing them from casting a vote against the lawyer’s client in an unrelated ethics proceeding. The 2008 recusal option eliminated this opportunity for such a sordid abuse of ethics laws. Viewed in that context, the recusal option made very good sense.

Defenders of Louisiana’s prior ethics regime also had valid arguments, however. They contended that appointed board and commission members should be subject to unique prohibitions because they occupy a unique position with regard to accountability. Other public servants are accountable to someone—elected officials to the voters, public employees to their supervisors. Once appointed, however, board and commission members are largely unaccountable to anyone, since they generally serve for a term of years and can be removed only for cause. That lack of accountability renders the situation ripe for “logrolling,” or quid pro quo agreements: “I’ll recuse myself this time with the understanding that you’ll vote in my best interests, and the next time you have to recuse yourself, I’ll be happy to reciprocate.”

Here again, the merits of this particular ethics reform can be argued either way, depending on which policy position holds more beauty in the eye of the beholder.
Administrative Law Judges

A third ethics reform—very vigorously questioned by members of the State Board of Ethics—removed decisionmaking authority from the board and transferred it to a panel of three administrative law judges (ALJs).50 The ethics board may have brought this particular reform upon itself by allowing its dual "prosecutorial" and "adjudicatory" roles to compromise the right of an accused individual to be heard and judged by an impartial decisionmaker.51 Since the ethics board and its staff received and investigated complaints, evaluated them, and made a preliminary finding of ethical misconduct before bringing the matter to a public hearing, they could not credibly lay claim to the mantle of "impartiality" or dodge the charge of "prejudgment." The Louisiana Supreme Court held in 1989 that this confusion of roles violated the fundamentals of due process and ordered a change.52 The ethics board’s response—designating some staff attorneys to investigate and prosecute ethics complaints while some other staff attorney counseled the board in its decisionmaking role—did not go far enough to create a "two-tier" separation of prosecutorial and adjudicatory functions. In 2008, the legislature did it for them.53

Louisiana already had a Division of Administrative Law populated by ALJs who heard and decided diverse agency proceedings involving welfare, employment, and similar matters.54 The new Jindal ethics reform assigned the responsibility for hearing and deciding ethics complaints to a panel of three ALJs, removing that authority from the board of ethics and leaving the board with only the responsibility to investigate and prosecute complaints.55 One feature of the new law was especially obnoxious to members of the ethics board; they were required to adopt the findings of the ALJs as their own and were prohibited from appealing an unsatisfactory outcome to the courts.56 (In contrast, the target of an ethics proceeding could seek judicial review of an unfavorable decision by the ALJs.57) The ethics board chair prepared a substantial fifteen-page white paper detailing his dissatisfactions with the 2008 ethics reforms and urging the legislature to reconsider the decisions that it had reached in the special session two years earlier.58

Governor Jindal had garnered exceptional praise for his 2008 ethics reforms, and he was not of a mind to question the wisdom of those earlier decisions or to put his "ethics reform" legacy at risk by having the legislature reconsider those reforms. The legislature responded in a very limited fashion to the ethics board chair; the ethics board is no longer
statutorily instructed to adopt the ALJs' decisions. It is too soon to say how this further revision of the governor's initial reform will work in practice, but it is surely a less aggressive revision than the ethics board would have liked.

Consigning decisionmaking responsibility to a group of ALJs rather than to the ethics board was unquestionably a major systemic change, but its impacts arguably undermined two important values—diverse citizen representation, and the accumulation of agency expertise in administering ethics laws. An eleven-member ethics board composed of residents from all across the state exerts a stronger claim to "democratic legitimacy" than does a three-member panel of Baton Rouge-area ALJs whose composition changes from case to case. That constantly changing cast of characters—combined with their extensive caseload of non-ethics matters—also undermines the concept of accruing agency expertise, making courts less likely to give deference to administrative decisions rendered by a panel of ALJs.

A better approach to ethics reform might have left decisionmaking authority with the ethics board and created a separate system of investigation and prosecution in an office and staff operating independently of the board. That type of two-tier model is employed by the Louisiana State Bar Association in its attorney disciplinary proceedings.

Overview of State Ethics Reforms

The new state ethics laws stand as powerful testimony to the disaster-based theory of "systemic change" at the heart of this chapter. Each change was sweeping and substantial, and some would simply have been unthinkable before Katrina. But this theory of change implies nothing about the content or direction of change, nor does it predict that systemic change will necessarily produce reform.

How are we to evaluate Governor Jindal's ethics changes in terms of principle—in terms of right or wrong? We might fairly conclude that neither supporters nor opponents can claim ownership of "right" or "wrong," nor does "truth" lie somewhere in between. Each of these three ethics "reforms" can be fairly debated from both sides, and the resolution of that debate depends utterly on policy choices that might be legitimately defended either way.

In evaluating these policy choices, we should be guided by measurable outcomes: In the years since their enactment, how have they worked in practice? The answer is—not that well. Imposing a rigorous new system
of financial disclosure drove ethics board members and senior staff to resign en masse during the summer of 2008, which in turn led to an unhappily long season of inactivity while new staff was hired and an entirely new board seated.61 Transferring ethics decisions to constantly changing panels of ALJs undermined the concepts of agency expertise and democratic legitimacy by removing authority from a diverse eleven-member board.

The 2008 ethics changes shortened the prescriptive period from two years to one but did not address retroactivity, leaving it unclear whether matters that had been referred to investigation before the law changed required action by the ethics board within one year or two. Numerous other procedural questions—involving motions for summary judgment, discovery, and confidentiality issues—might all have been more thoroughly thought through than proved possible in a week-and-a-half-long special session held in February 2008, less than a month after the new administration took office. As a consequence, ethics administrators were still embroiled in time-consuming court proceedings to resolve procedural questions three years later.62

Substantive and implementation challenges continue to trouble the administration of ethics programs in Louisiana, as new members of the ethics board call for legislative changes that would reverse—and in their view, “reform”—some of the systemic changes pushed through by Governor Jindal.

By January 2010, civic and editorial commentary had begun to reflect a consensus about the efficacy of ethics reforms at the state level. The Public Affairs Research Council of Louisiana (PAR) characterized the reforms as a “mixed bag” and noted that “weakened enforcement” and “procedural pitfalls” placed “inordinate power in the hands of the governor.”63 A Times-Picayune columnist scoffed at Governor Jindal’s 2008 ethics package, “when he emasculated the ethics code and called it the ‘gold standard.’”64 Katrina and Rita provoked systemic change at the state level, just as they did in New Orleans, but Governor Jindal steered the course of change in state legislation toward a somewhat more dubious destination.

Conclusion

Ten years after New Orleans’ 1994–95 home rule charter revision process, the city still had no ethics review board, no office of inspector
general, and no reform in procurement of professional services. Ten years of no progress—and no progress in sight—provides us with a good test case: We must credit Katrina as the catalyst that led to implementation of the ERB, OIG, and professional service procurement reform in post-Katrina New Orleans.

Disasters like Katrina inflict terrible trauma, and their physical devastation is often accompanied by comparable political upheavals within government. Post-Katrina political upheavals created an opportunity for systemic change, but systemic change itself is no guarantee of reform. Systemic change can have either positive or negative effects, and even well-designed changes can be well or poorly implemented. Governor Jindal’s ethics changes provided many good examples of each type.

This chapter attributes post-Katrina ethics reform to the synergy arising out of high-profile prosecutions, press coverage, civic activism, and the political upheaval caused by an environmental catastrophe. The most important component of the cycle may well have been the political upheaval provoked by Katrina—a powerful reminder that “disasters are not only socially and physically disruptive; they are also political events.”

Because disasters introduce uncertainty into the established order, they create opportunities for change—change that is political as well as physical. How well or poorly we use these post-disaster opportunities remains very much a human enterprise and a test of the damaged community’s resilience. To New Orleans’ credit, post-Katrina ethics reforms generally strengthened the systems that safeguard public integrity, leaving a legacy of positive change in the wake of a devastating disaster.
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